Can you turn a B into a butterfly?
Hint: You might need to turn your paper sideways

Can you turn an H into a house?

Draw a picture using another letter and write out the word you are drawing.

I turned a ______ into a __________________________.
Cut out the shapes below. How many objects can you make by putting the shapes together? Can you make a house with a square and a triangle? Can you make an ice cream cone with a triangle and circle? How can you make a tree? What else can you make?
It’s your turn to make up a story just like Harold! The text for the beginning and end of the story are given below. For the middle of the story, draw a picture, write a couple of sentences or do both.

Teachers: Younger students should create the text for this activity as a class with the teacher leading. Students may then illustrate the middle of the story individually. Older students may work in small groups, pairs or by themselves to create their text.

Beginning: One evening, I decided to go for a walk in the moonlight.

Middle:

End: I got home, climbed into bed and fell asleep.

The Adventures of Harold & the Purple Crayon